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Araripe Geopark provides the means for those who want to live in a sustainable way of life to develop their work and grow by themselves. In the 

interior of Brazil, 600 km from Fortaleza inside the territory, the nine Araripe Geopark communities nearby the geosites are no longer totally 

isolated from the rest of the world, they have all the technology they need to connect with us. Mainly the satellite internet and others; like 

modern roads, shops, etc. This creates great opportunities for people, but can also bring unbalance. The differences they find between the 

things they hold and the things they discover, might create a strong wish to get those things they have seen and that they do not yet possess. 

This is a reality repeated all over the globe. Those communities do not have the social structure to solve problems brought by the difficulty of 

adaptation to the new technology and quick economic development. The practice they know does not bring them the things they desire, to 

achieve welfare. They have to learn how to get it. They have to work. But the societies where they live do not give them the choice, neither the 

work, or in the limit they migrate. A lot of them cannot afford that. They see themselves withdraw to a reality they do not l ike. Often they revolt 

and their cultural roots are the first to be dismissed. We know how to help those people and we have the means to help them reach their goals 

on what they need, we have the knowledge. But like almost everything in life, there is a factor that is the most subtle, the human behavior. In 

our region there are several associations and non-governmental organizations that work with destitute communities. Araripe Geopark leads this 

partnership project, between those organizations and our nine communities that claim the creation of a network platform that can provide the 

knowledge they need, and a locale where they can change experiences, in an easy way.  
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